1. Introduction and epidemiology of head and neck cancer {#s0005}
========================================================

Head and neck cancers (HNC) are a group of cancers that arise in the oral cavity, pharynx, larynx, paranasal sinuses, nasal cavity, salivary glands, or head and neck lymph nodes ([@b0350]). HNC is the seventh most common cancer worldwide with around 600,000 new cases annually ([@b0450], [@b0685]) and unacceptably high rates of mortality, especially in developing countries, reaching 300,000 deaths each year ([@b0240]). More than 90% of the HNC is head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), variant that originates from the mucosal lining epithelium of the upper aerodigestive tract ([@b0450]). Of interest, it was reported that around 20% of oral squamous cell carcinoma patients will develop an upper aerodigestive tract secondary tumor ([@b1035]).

The estimate is that about two-thirds of the HNSCC cases occur in developing areas such as south and south-east Asia ([@b0800]). This great variation in the global prevalence of HNSCC can be seen with the prevalence rate of 5--8% of total cancer cases in Europe and America ([@b1235], [@b1280]) compared to over 30% in India ([@b1065]). Historically, black HNSCC patients had poorer prognosis, higher recurrence, and mortality rates when compared to non-black patients ([@b0980]). This might be due to their lower socioeconomic status, difficulties for health care access, delayed diagnosis, and lower rates of surgical intervention ([@b0390]). Such a difference in the rate of incidence was reversed in the USA with less black HNSCC patients when compared to non-black ones starting in 1990. This, in part, can be explained by the fast-rising incidence of Human papillomavirus (HPV)-HNSCC which also have a high incidence in whites in the USA ([@b0245]).

HNC, and specifically oral cancer, was always described as a disease of old age with most epidemiological studies describing higher incidence in the age group of fifty to seventy years old ([@b0440]). There were reports that only 5% of HNC patients are in the age group from twenty-five to forty years old. However recently, there is an increase in HNC incidence in younger age groups ([@b0030]). This is partially related to the increase in smoking and usage of other drugs in young age ([@b0485]), as well as the recently common sexually-transmitted HPV ([@b0030]).

Generally, HNC is more common in men by 2--5 folds compared to women in most countries ([@b1105]), because of likely higher tobacco usage among men ([@b1230]). However, since the 1950s there was an increase in the incidence of HNC in females associated with the increased smoking among them ([@b0870]). In the USA, oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) and oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma (OPSCC) ratios between men to women are currently about 1.5:1 and 2.8:1, respectively ([@b0640]). In Canada, OSCC and laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma (LSCC) ratios between men to women are currently about 2.2:1 and 5.3:1, respectively ([@b0215]).

We review in this paper the etiological factors behind this cancer and the current and future directions of treatment with special attention to the cancer stem cells hypothesis, its relation to head and neck cancer, and how it affects the line of treatment.

1.1. Etiology and pathogenesis {#s0010}
------------------------------

Although tobacco, alcohol, and HPV are the primary HNC risk factors, the etiology of such neoplasm is multifactorial, and many additional causes have been recognized ([@b0990]).

### 1.1.1. Tobacco {#s0015}

Tobacco usage is the main etiological factor behind HNC as about 90% of the diagnosed HNC patients reported a history of tobacco consumption ([@b0600]). It is reported that tobacco users have a 5-fold increased risk of developing oral cavity, oropharynx and hypopharynx cancers and a 10-fold increase in developing laryngeal cancers when compared to non-users ([@b1285]). There is a close correlation between cigarette smoking duration, intensity and frequency and HNC rate of development in patients ([@b0600]). In the same context, the risk of HNC development greatly decreases with increasing the duration of cigarette smoking cessation ([@b1050]).

Another primary HNC risk factor, in particular for oral cavity cancers, is smokeless tobacco, such as snuff or chewing tobacco ([@b1055]). Individuals, who have used smokeless tobacco, have an estimated 80% increase in the risk of developing oral cavity cancer. Countries in which there is a popular use of smokeless tobacco (including betel quid or areca nut with added tobacco) have an attributable fraction of oral cavity cancer which is as high as 53% in India and 68% in Sudan, compared to 7% in the USA ([@b0130]). The frequent use of Shamma, Zarda, and Khat has assorted the HNC to be one of the commonest malignancies in Yemen ([@b0005]).

### 1.1.2. Alcohol {#s0020}

Between 1% and 4% of HNC cases are attributable solely to alcohol consumption ([@b0055]). Hypopharynx cancer is the most common type of HNC types that is related to alcohol consumption ([@b0835]). Alcohol drinking works synergistically with tobacco use, imposing a remarkable multiplicative impact in increasing the risk of HNC, ([@b0605])to a level greater than 35-fold for individuals who daily consume two or more cigarettes packs along with more than four alcoholic drinks ([@b0120]).

### 1.1.3. Occupation {#s0025}

Some epidemiological studies have drawn a link between industrial employment and increasing the risk to develop HNC. Industrial jobs such involving occupational exposures to wood dust, acid mists, asbestos or solvents and jobs related to textiles and leather manufacturing have higher incidence HNC rates ([@b0120]). Sinonasal undifferentiated carcinomas, a rare cancer of the nasal cavity and/or paranasal sinuses could be related to occupational exposures to chromium, nickel, and radium ([@b0800]).

### 1.1.4. Solar exposure {#s0030}

Prolonged sunlight exposure is considered as a major risk factor of potentially premalignant disorder such as actinic cheilitis and lip squamous cell carcinomas that arise in the epithelial layer of the lower vermillion border ([@b0700]). There is a marked resemblance of the risk factors of lip cancer to those of skin cancer. However, the risk for cancer of the lower vermillion border was reported positively correlated with increased exposure to solar ultraviolet radiation and not related to skin cancer ([@b1270]).

### 1.1.5. Immunologic diseases {#s0035}

Tumor immune surveillance is the process through which the immune system can specifically identify cancerous or precancerous cells, depending on their expression of tumor-specific antigens or cellular stress inducing molecules, and eliminate them before they can develop or progress ([@b1190]). An increased risk of HNC might be attributed to suppression of the immunity secondary to solid organ transplantation or Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection. There is roughly 10 folds rise of lip cancer incidence, and a more modest 2--5 folds increase of HNC incidence at other sites, after solid organ transplantation ([@b0955]). In a retrospective study from Switzerland, there was a 3-fold increase in the development of carcinomas of the lip, mouth, pharynx, and lung in HIV-positive patients ([@b0295]).

### 1.1.6. Viral infection {#s0040}

Chronic viral infections in human cells could encourage the mounting of multiple mutagenic onslaughts, initiating the cells transformation process, and ultimately giving rise to malignant disease. Transformed cells often exhibit chromosomal aberrations which may result from the integration of the viral genome into chromosomes of the host cell ([@b0235]). HPV is a very important risk factor for HNC as up to 15--20% of all HNC are closely related to high-risk HPV infection ([@b0715]). Furthermore, HPV-DNA can be found in up to 70% of OPSCC especially that is located at the tonsils ([@b0665]). It has been suggested that there is a possible interaction between tobacco consumption, alcohol use or HPV16 and Herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV1) in OSCC development ([@b0015]). The most acceptable method to assess HPV tumor status is the surrogate marker p16 immunohistochemistry ([@b0435], [@b0735]). Overexpression of this surrogate marker is strongly associated with transcriptionally active high-risk HPV. Positive cases show a threshold of at least 70 percent nuclear and cytoplasmic expression with moderate to strong intensity.

Another oncogenic double-stranded DNA virus, besides HPV, is the Epstein‐Barr virus (EBV) which is one of the human herpesvirus family capable to persist lifelong in the human body ([@b0015]). The oncogenic potential of EBV has been reviewed in a wide variety of benign and malignant tumors development, however, it was less correlated to HNC except for the strong association with nasopharyngeal squamous cell carcinomas (NPSCC) ([@b0775]). Interestingly, a study showed that nearly 60% of OSCCs were EBV genome positive ([@b0630]), and another study correlated the poorer OSCC prognosis to the increased expression of EBV ([@b0510]).

### 1.1.7. Premalignant lesions {#s0045}

Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) can arise de novo or arise from pre-existing potentially malignant disorders such as oral leukoplakia, erythroplakia, oral submucous fibrosis, and lichenoid dysplastic lesions ([@b1265]). Oral lichen planus has a malignant transformation rate ranging from 1 to 5.8%, in particular the erosive form ([@b0520], [@b0515], [@b0690]). Other authors reported a strong association between OSCC and the erosive form of the lichen planus ([@b0090], [@b1100]). It has been reported that OSCCs originating from leukoplakic lesions have indeed a more favorable prognosis than those evolving de novo ([@b0160]); however, a more recent study reported that the prognosis of these two groups of OSCCs is insignificantly different ([@b1315]).

### 1.1.8. Genetic and familial factors {#s0050}

The high susceptibility of cancer development is closely related to various human genetic mutations and genetic polymorphisms ([@b0190]). A proto-oncogene is a normal gene that, due to mutations or increased expression, can become a tumor-inducing agent, i.e. an oncogene which encodes for an oncoprotein. Proteins that are encoded by proto-oncogenes, help to regulate cell growth and differentiation; as they are often involved in signal transduction and execution of mitogenic signals ([@b1245]). A study in India reported the mutation in Rat sarcoma (Ras) gene is related to the development and progression of OSCC ([@b1040]). A more recent study reported CT120A gene as possible oncogene for HNSCC and its overexpression is associated with high tumor grades ([@b0080]).

A tumor suppressor gene (anti-oncogene) is a gene that protects a cell from cancerous transformation. Usually, in combination with other genetic changes, when the tumor suppressor gene mutates leading to a loss or reduction in its function, the cell might progress to cancer. The loss of these genes may be even more important than the activation of proto-oncogene/oncogene for the formation of many types of human cancer cells ([@b0770]). Researchers had indicated that oral cancers may evolve through a series of mutations in tumor suppressor genes, especially p53 ([@b0530], [@b0960], [@b1090]).

### 1.1.9. Other factors {#s0055}

Free radicals such as reactive oxygen species (ROS) are naturally formed in the body and play a crucial role in many normal cellular processes. However, at high concentrations, ROS can cause oxidative stress and be hazardous to the body damaging all major cellular components, including DNA, proteins, and cell membranes, and thus they may play a role in the development of cancer and other impaired health conditions ([@b1260]). ROS produced by tobacco consumption has have been correlated to HNC initiation and progression by either inducing genotoxicity and mutation, altering the salivary proteins and normal oral mucosa, or inducing inflammatory cells infiltration ([@b0670]). An epidemiological study conducted in Papua New Guinea strongly correlated the ROS to HNC development ([@b1220]).

Antioxidants "free radical scavengers" are chemicals which interact with and neutralize these free radicals, thus preventing them from causing damage. The body capable of forming some of the antioxidants (endogenous) which it uses to neutralize free radicals. However, most of the antioxidants used by the body come from external (exogenous) sources, primarily the diet. Fruits, vegetables, and grains are rich sources of dietary antioxidants, and some dietary antioxidants are also available now as dietary supplements ([@b0155]). A study reported elevated oxidative stress and decreased antioxidant defense in patients with HNC ([@b1110]).

1.2. Clinical presentation for HNSCC {#s0060}
------------------------------------

Numerous signs and symptoms may be encountered depending on the location of the HNSCC. Tongue SCC usually presents as a deeply infiltrating ulcer with indurated growth, reducing its mobility. SCCs of buccal mucosa and floor of the mouth may present as either ulcers with raised indurated margins or exophytic lesions. SCC of the hard palate often presents a papillary exophytic growth rather than a flat or even an ulcerated one. On the other hand, soft palate and uvula SCC could appear as an ulcer with raised margins or as a fungating mass. Generally, the most common presenting features are ulceration, bleeding, localized pain plus referred ear pain, difficulty with speech, opening of the mouth or chewing, and neck swelling due to occasionally enlarged cervical lymph nodes ([@b0020], [@b1225]).

Haemoptysis, dysphagia, odynophagia and quality change of voice are well-known signs and symptoms of the hypopharyngeal and supraglottic tumors. Voice hoarseness characterizes the glottic SCC. For the subglottic tumor, dyspnea and stridor frequently occur. Trachea SCC may bring about dyspnea, hoarseness, wheezing, cough and haemoptysis. SCC of the nasal or paranasal sinuses may give rise to nasal fullness, nasal obstruction, epistaxis, paresthesia, rhinorrhea, and palatal bulge. Persistent non-healing nasal sore or ulcer, or in advanced cases, proptosis, diplopia, and lacrimation may evolve. The NPSCC patients are commonly presented with painless enlargement of upper cervical lymph nodes, blood-stained post-nasal drip, and serous otitis media due to Eustachian tube obstruction ([@b0020], [@b1225]).

1.3. Treatment of HNC {#s0065}
---------------------

Tumor sub-site and tumor stage are the main factors affecting the choice of treatment modality for HNC patients. The performance status of each patient is another important aspect to take into consideration as treatment is often very intense with multiple side effects. Co-morbidity state in the HNC patients leads to poorer survival, irrespective of the choice of treatment ([@b0535]). HNC patients conventionally treated by either surgery, radiotherapy (RT), chemotherapy (CT), or combinations of these modalities. However, no worldwide standard mode of therapy exists ([@b0070]). The combined treatments can be delivered concurrently or in different temporal sequences. Recently, new targeted molecular therapies have shown very promising results ([@b0145], [@b0400]).

A multidisciplinary approach is needed to decide the best treatment planning, and to assess posttreatment response. Surgeons, medical oncologists, and radiation oncologists, as well as dentists, speech/swallowing pathologists, dieticians, psychosocial oncology, prosthodontists, and rehabilitation therapists should be included in the decision team. A study reported that multidisciplinary tumor board affects diagnostic and treatment decisions in a significant number of patients specially with newly diagnosed head and neck tumors ([@b1320]).

Furthermore, complex cases of head and neck cancer have better chances to be treated at high-volume centers, where expertise in each of previously mentioned disciplines can be found ([@b0125], [@b0315]). An analysis of outcomes from a large randomized trial (Radiation Therapy Oncology Group \[RTOG\] 0129) found that centers with high accrual to head and neck clinical trials reported significantly better five-year overall survival rate for their treated patients when compared with centers with historically low accrual (69 versus 51 percent) ([@b1355]).

### 1.3.1. Surgical intervention {#s0070}

#### 1.3.1.1. Surgical removal oh HNSCC {#s0075}

Before radiotherapy introduction, as an onco-treatment, surgery was the only treatment modality for HNC patients, then RT was suggested as a replacement ([@b0305]). However, this was not the case and the two treatment modalities were used together as combined treatment ([@b0495]). Over time, surgeons shifted their concerns from only removal of the lesion and promoted improved prognosis to also considering the preservation of organ function and cosmetic appearance, resulting in a continuous emerging of new techniques ([@b0615], [@b0755]). Surgical intervention in primary cancer treatment has changed, and it is rare now to perform surgical treatments for pharyngeal cancer as it can have an excellent prognosis with less invasive treatment modalities. However, in cases of treatment resistance or cancer recurrence, salvage surgery becomes mandatory ([@b1340]) with, if possible, reconstructions with free flaps ([@b0195], [@b0930]).

In the case of oral cavity primary cancers, surgery is still the main treatment option, and usually require a free-flap reconstruction with soft tissue if there are mandibular and bone resections ([@b0370]). Lower-stage OSCC is often treated with surgery alone while patients with higher stages and poorer prognosis are treated with combined modalities ([@b0425]). In laryngeal cancers, small tumors which are only in the right or left vocal cords, are often treated with surgery while tumors that are in both vocal cords or spread beyond the vocal cords but still confined in the larynx are treated with External Beam Radiation Therapy (EBRT) alone, and tumors with spread beyond the larynx are treated with a laryngectomy followed by EBRT ([@b0300], [@b0385], [@b0560], [@b0935], [@b0945]). One of the landmarks in the development of new methods for larynx cancer treatment and surrounding organs preservation is the work done by the Department of Veterans Affairs Laryngeal Cancer Study Group ([@b1335]). They reported that induction CT and definitive RT can be effective in preserving the larynx compared to laryngectomy. There are, however, new forms of surgery which provide better organ-preserving capability such as; transoral laser microsurgery, transoral robotic surgery, and open partial laryngectomy which might increase the usage of surgery in primary laryngeal tumors ([@b0900]).

#### 1.3.1.2. Neck dissection {#s0080}

Prophylactic neck dissection is performed in some cases to remove any metastasized residual cancerous tissues in the cervical lymph nodes ([@b0070]). The original use of neck dissection was for a palliative treatment for HNC patients, but G.W. Crile at the beginning of the twentieth century ([@b0330]) reidentified this procedure as a treatment for HNC, aiming to reduce the risk of regional lymph nodes recurrence ([@b1005]). Later on, H. Martin introduced the more modern form of neck dissection ([@b0795]). Starting from the 1960s, neck dissection became an integral part of surgical treatment in combination with RT, especially for patients with regional nodal metastasis ([@b0085]).

With the preservation of organ functions becoming more of an issue, there was a definitive change towards chemoradiotherapy (CRT) without neck dissection even with evidence of nodal metastasis. This debate about whether to use neck dissection or not in these patients and the possible effect on the prognosis, with or without RT, continued all through the 1990s ([@b0830], [@b0940]). During the last two decades, however, most studies have shown that there is no need to perform a planned neck dissection in patients with nodal metastasis who achieve a complete response after RT or CRT ([@b0180], [@b0455], [@b0580]), and even if a neck dissection is deemed mandatory, a modified technique is recommended ([@b0500]). Parallel to this, neck dissection also has a new role as a diagnostic tool to detect micro-metastasis in the neck, considered as a prophylactic treatment preventing regional recurrence. This is usually used with OSCC due to its high incidence for micro-metastasis ([@b0915]) and is commonly referred to as a staging, selective, or elective neck surgery ([@b0325], [@b0335]).

According to the American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery (AAO-HNS), neck surgery has three major types: radical, modified radical, and selective ([@b1010]), and there are ongoing attempts to further develop this classification ([@b0575]). As an effort toward less extensive surgery, a new technique was introduced that only removes the regions of the neck that are most likely to be the site of metastasis. The sentinel node technique is regarded as an extremely selective neck dissection as it only dissects the gateway nodes ([@b0365], [@b0380]). This is a very promising technology and it may replace the conventional elective neck dissection in the near future ([@b1080]).

Recently, new techniques have evolved to decrease the morbidity of the HNC patients after surgical treatment and to reconstruct the removed area. Techniques such as navigational systems during surgery, stereolithographic models, robotic surgery, allotransplants, and tissue engineering are the future of reconstruction and soon will replace the conventional full thickness normal flaps ([@b1365]).

### 1.3.2. Non-surgical treatment {#s0085}

The non-surgical treatment of HNC includes radiotherapy, either external or internal (brachytherapy), chemotherapy given for induction and/or concurrently, and pharmacological treatment.

#### 1.3.2.1. External radiotherapy {#s0090}

About 40% of HNC patients undergo RT during their treatments. 60% of those patients will be receiving radiation as a definitive treatment, often in combination with surgery and CT ([@b0465]). External-beam radiotherapy or external radiotherapy is the conventional method for radiating HNC ([@b1415]). The usual method for EBRT is to deliver a photon beam from a linear accelerator. The ultimate goal is to deliver therapeutic radiation dosage to the tumor without affecting the surrounding tissues, especially tissues in the organ known for its vulnerability to radiation damage such as the spinal cord, the inner ear, and the salivary glands, also known as organs at risk (OARs). ([@b0395]). To help protect these organs at risk, a careful planning for the RT using 3-dimensional computed tomography-based imaging must be done ([@b0230], [@b0780]). RT is conventionally given in the form of fractions of 1.8--2.0 Gray (Gy), once daily, 5 days a week for a period of 6 or 7 weeks (making the total up to 70 Gy). In HNC patients' treatment, an accelerated schedule can be used, using six fractions per week, which appear to give improved results compared to the five visits per week ([@b0860], [@b0920]). This accelerated schedule delivers the same radiation dosage in a shorter period, allowing less time for the tumor to recover ([@b0165], [@b0675]).

To deliver adequate target volume coverage and to decrease the risk of RT-induced toxicity, there is a need for accurate delineation of the OARs in the treatment plan. To avoid subjective contouring variations between radiation oncologists in the definition of OARs anatomical sites and limits, contouring consensus guidelines have been developed and followed ([@b0175], [@b0375], [@b1175]). There is a risk of small changes in positioning the patient during RT due to weight loss, tumor volume changes, and changes in OARs, especially that the RT takes several weeks. Along with the fact that the patient is not fully immobilized during treatment might lead to high radiation doses to surrounding tissues. The new adaptive radiation treatment technique reduces this risk greatly when compared to the conventional radiation methods ([@b1185]). Another rapidly developing method to target HNC while preserving OARs is the use of proton beam radiation ([@b0730]). A well-known method for rescuing OARs is the use of intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT), which reduces the irradiation to the surrounding tissues while delivering curative high radiation dosage to cancer ([@b0395], [@b1310]).

There is a strong debate on whether there should be pre- or postoperative EBRT in the last decades. One study showed that preoperative EBRT might be negative for surgery, particularly free-flap reconstructions, and this negative effect increased by increasing the time delay between the end of EBRT and surgery ([@b0565]). Another study reported that postoperative EBRT was associated with a higher risk of local recurrence ([@b0505]). Even though some authors supported preoperative EBRT, especially for the OSCC ([@b0765]), most institutions use primary surgery for small tumors, smaller than 6 mm, with postoperative EBRT considering the tumor stage, radicality, and histopathology ([@b0490]).

While surgery may alter form and function, RT or chemoradiation treatment may cause acute effects such as mucositis, function alteration and dysphagia, fatigue, and airway edema. Long-term side effects may include severe dysphagia, osteoradionecrosis, aspiration pneumonia, or radiation fibrosis syndrome, which are directly related to radiation dose ([@b1160], [@b1195]).

#### 1.3.2.2. Brachytherapy {#s0095}

Brachytherapy, or internal radiation, means delivering the therapeutic radiation dose from encapsulated radionuclides within or close to a tumor ([@b1125]). This is done by using plastic tube catheters that release photon radiation and is implanted around the tumor, helping in delivering a high dose of radiation directly to the tumor without any beams passing through normal tissue. One important limitation of brachytherapy is that it is best suited for tumors with high accessibility for implantation of catheters. Some studies showed that smaller tumors could be fully treated with brachytherapy alone, while larger tumors, especially at the base of tongue, were better treated using a combination of EBRT and brachytherapy ([@b0710], [@b0815], [@b1085]). Innovative technologies in imaging and analysis, such as intensity modulated brachytherapy (IMBT), Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), Computed tomography, and Positron emission tomography (PET) make brachytherapy more efficient and a safer method when compared to the conventional technique ([@b0705], [@b0710]).

#### 1.3.2.3. Chemotherapy and pharmacological treatment {#s0100}

Chemotherapy can be used as a palliative treatment alone, however, as a curative treatment it is always combined with RT which may be given before RT (as induction or neoadjuvant), alongside RT (as concomitant or concurrent), or in some cases after surgery (as adjuvant) ([@b0265]). The combination of RT and CT has been reported to decrease regional metastasis and improve survival rates while maintaining relatively low toxicity, especially in patients with advanced disease ([@b0065], [@b0655], [@b0825]). There is increasing use of a combined induction and concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) to reduce distant metastasis ([@b0170], [@b0550]). The current standard treatment of NPSCC is concurrent *cis*-Diammineplatinum(II) dichloride (Cisplatin) and RT followed by adjuvant CIS and 5-FU following the recommendation from the Intergroup 0099 study ([@b0040], [@b0800]). HNC patients with locally advanced, unresectable tumor are treated by CRT as a standard as long as the addition of CT is not indicated due to poor performance status or comorbid illnesses ([@b0025]).

Acute side effects are the most important limitation for CT, but recently there is growing evidence of higher rates of late toxicity side effects as well ([@b0105], [@b0540], [@b0895]). More research is needed into patient satisfaction and quality of life after receiving CRT for HNC ([@b0475], [@b0820]). CIS has been reported to cause multiple tissue and organ toxicity due to its unspecificity along with the decrease in antioxidant defense system. CIS related toxic side effects include nephrotoxicity, hepatotoxicity, and cardiotoxicity ([@b0355]). 5-Fluorouracil, another gold standard CT for HNC, also have been reported to cause early and late side effects. These effects range from the common less severe diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, mouth sores, neutropenia and thrombocytopenia to the less common but life-threatening neurotoxicity and cardiotoxicity ([@b0460]).

Since [@b0140] reported an improved loco-regional control in advanced HNC patients treated with a concomitant combination of high-dose RT and cetuximab as compared to RT alone, there has been increasing awareness about the possible role of monoclonal antibodies in treatment ([@b0140], [@b1180]). Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is highly expressed in HNC and its overexpression is related to a poorer prognosis ([@b0060]). Cetuximab, an EGFR-targeting monoclonal antibody and the only targeted therapy to be routinely used in clinical practice for HNC, has been shown to significantly improve survival for HNC patients, especially with advanced and recurrent diseases ([@b1275]). Some of the side effects of cetuximab are the classic acneiform skin rash, hypomagnesemia, a risk for infusion reactions, and the less common anaphylactic reaction ([@b0965]). Another group of agents that have emerged recently are tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs). These are a class of chemotherapeutics that act by blocking specific tyrosine kinases which are essential in cellular pathways promoting tumor growth, invasion, and metastasis ([@b0100]). The two most commonly studied TKIs are gefitinib and erlotinib ([@b0115]). These types of immune-related drugs are aimed at more specific treatments due to different responses in different patients ([@b0115], [@b1075]).

2. Models of tumor heterogeneity {#s0105}
================================

Mostly, the evolution of HNC occurs through the accumulation of several genetic mutations, which may be induced by environmental factors such as tobacco and alcohol abuse or persistent HPV infection ([@b0045]). However, it is not well understood how the alterations of multiple molecular and cellular pathways could yield the development and especially the recurrence of HNC. In general, there are two models aiming to clarify the development and maintenance of tumor growth and heterogeneity ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Models of tumor heterogeneity. Tumors are formed from cells that are heterogenous phenotypically and functionally. There are 2 most acceptable theories as to how this heterogeneity occur. According to the stochastic model, all tumor cells are biologically equal, however, intrinsic and extrinsic factors affect their behavior causing this variability. This means tumor-initiating activity cannot be enriched by isolating cells based on intrinsic features. In contrast, the hierarchy model (Cancer stem cell model) hypothesize the existence of biologically different classes of cells each has its own function and behavior. Only a subset of cells can start the tumorgenicity; these cancer stem cells possess two main criteria, self-renewal and multilineage differentiation, giving them the ability to form the bulk of the tumor. This model speculate that tumor-initiating cells can be identified and sorted based on intrinsic characteristics.

2.1. The stochastic model {#s0110}
-------------------------

The stochastic model also known as clonal evolution or clonal genetic model of cancer, is the traditional idea of carcinogenesis, where mutant tumor cells with a growth advantage when compared to the other cells are selected and expanded, considering that cells in the dominant population have a similar potential for recapitulating tumor growth ([@b0890]). In other words, malignant transformation originates from a randomized genetic mutation that might affect any cell. The mutant cell progeny, which attains a proliferative advantage with consequential genomic instability, accumulates more epigenetic and genetic events, causing selection of the more aggressive sub-clones with subsequent tumor evolution ([@b0210]). Different phenotypic and proliferative features of these sub-clones are responsible for the tumor heterogeneity. Such model proposes cancer as a disease of proliferation ([@b1070]). The major of the currently available therapeutic strategies is still based on this traditional model of carcinogenesis ([@b0035]).

Due to conventional treatment resistance and tumor recurrence, researchers have focused on understanding the genetic changes directing a cell towards a malignancy and tumor behavior, without keeping an eye on the nature of cells that are affected by these mutations. Therefore, it is presently believed that a scant group of tumor cells, defined as cancer stem cells (CSCs), harbor the self-renewal potential and can give rise to a phenocopy of the genuine tumor ([@b1025]).

2.2. The cancer stem cell model (The hierarchy model) {#s0115}
-----------------------------------------------------

The cancer stem cell model (The hierarchy model) is a cancer model suggesting that tumorigenesis is exclusively attributed to CSCs ([@b1325]). Such hypothesis is validated by the experimental findings that only a small number of tumor cells (i.e. CSCs) are capable of generating tumors upon serial transplantation in animal models ([@b0345], [@b0970], [@b1400]).

### 2.2.1. Cancer stem cells history {#s0120}

Other than the well established two types of stem cells, adult and embryonic stem cells, the presence of a third type, termed as cancer stem cell (CSCs) was recently recognized ([@b0725]). There is increasing support for the concept that the majority of cells in bulk tumors are non-tumorigenic; having limited self-renewal ability (i.e. only a small subpopulation of cancer cells is long-living with extensive self-renewal and tumor formation abilities). Other common names for CSCs are tumor stem cells (TSCs) or cancer-initiating cells (CICs) (X. ([@b1345]). The consensus definition of a CSCs, being approved by the American Association of Cancer Research (AACR) workshop on cancer stem cell, is a cell within a tumor that has the capacity to self-renew and to deliver the heterogeneous lineages of cancer cells comprising the tumor, which would explain how CSCs could be responsible for driving tumorigenesis and tumor growth ([@b0280]).

The concept that tumor growth depends on a subpopulation of stem cells, like in normal tissues, was suggested by Hamburger when he reported that only 1:1000 to 1:5000 cells isolated from a solid tumor was capable of forming colonies in-vitro ([@b0570]). Similarly, other published papers showed that only 1 to 4% of transplanted murine lymphoma cells were able to form colonies in the recipient mice ([@b0185], [@b0925]). There are two possible explanations for this observation. First, the tumor cells have a low potential for proliferation, making all cancer cells behave as CSCs. Second, there is only a small and identifiable subset of cells possess great proliferation capacity. Aiming to support the second hypothesis, Dick and co-workers successfully showed that human acute myeloid leukemia (AML) stem cells can be identified and isolated as CD34+CD38- cells from patient tissue samples ([@b0150]). According to this study, only CD34+CD38- cells were able to transfer AML from human patients to non-obese diabetic with severe combined immunodeficiency disease (NOD/SCID) mice while all others cellular phenotypes failed to do so.

After the identification of CSCs in AML, Al-Hajj and colleagues reported the presence of CSCs in solid tumors ([@b0035]). In this study, they found that only CD44+CD24-/low cells have the ability to form a tumor in immunocompromised mice while cells with other phenotypes were unable to form a tumor. In the past decade, other types of solid tumors have been reported to contain CSCs such as in lung, colonic, prostatic, and pancreatic cancer ([@b0310], [@b0420], [@b0740], [@b1000]). In a landmark publication, Prince and collaborators reported the presence of highly tumorigenic, stem-like, cells in HNC ([@b0970]).

Such model of tumorigenesis, which is exclusively based on the aberrant activity of CSCs, has been introduced to successfully explain the heterogeneous nature of many tumors in a more efficient way when compared to the stochastic model. According to the CSC theory, tumors are heterogeneous at the histological level (i.e. exhibiting areas of various differentiation degrees), at the genetic level (i.e. with areas showing different gene expression, yielding diverse immunohistochemical protein expression profiles), and at the proliferation level. Conclusively, tumor cells are heterogeneous, including HNC, at the functional level in terms of their capability of new tumors generation ([@b0525]), as it has been postulated that the new tumor growth can only be initiated by a small tumor cells subpopulation harboring a distinctive phenotype and not by the tumor cells comprising the tumor bulk ([@b0790]). The proof of CSCs existence in HNC has also been validated by the similarity in the structure between well-differentiated tumors and their epithelium of origin. A well-differentiated OSCC can recapitulate the oral epithelium histological appearance and proliferation pattern. Well-differentiated tumor nests are usually arranged in three compartments of close resemblance to the normal epithelium: CSC basal compartment, amplifying transitory cell (ATC) compartment, and the innermost differentiated cell compartment. Such replica of the hierarchical proliferation pattern of non-tumor oral epithelia postulates the tumor growth maintenance by a single type of tumor cell, designated the CSC ([@b0525]).

The frequency of CSCs varies from one cancer type to another and between different samples in the same tumor type. A previous study on AML reported that 1 in 10^6^ cells can be called CSCs as it has self-renewal and tumor-forming capacity in nude mice ([@b0625]). In colon cancer, CSCs frequency has been reported ∼2% ([@b1240]). In melanoma, there was great variation between the CSCs reported frequencies as it ranged between 0.1 and 41% ([@b0135], [@b0405]). There are multiple theories explaining this difference in CSC frequencies such as; cancer stage dependent, phenotypic switching between different tumor cells ([@b0545]), or a consequence of the different definitions used by different researchers ([@b1420]). Since the gold standard method to detect CSCs is the in-vitro isolation followed by in-vivo formation of the tumor, this method may not detect cells with the ability to form the tumor in the original host but fail to do so in xenotransplantation.

In conclusion, CSCs are characterized by two main exclusive features in order to allow tumor formation, propagation, and maintenance. These features are: \[A\] differentiation, yielding heterogeneous progeny; and \[B\] self-renewal, maintaining an expanding a pool of stem cells ([@b0110]).

### 2.2.2. Cellular origin of the cancer stem cell {#s0125}

Different CSCs origins have been proposed wherein a subpopulation of self-renewing tumor cells is formed, giving rise to tumorigenesis. Normally, stem cells give rise to progenitor cells that can further divide into specialized or differentiated cells carrying out the specific body functions. It is controversial as to whether CSCs evolve from stem cells, progenitor cells, or differentiated cells in adult tissues, so this issue is currently under debate ([@b0280]) ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).1.The First Hypothesis: Cancer stem cells arise from normal somatic stem cells (SCs), and it is the most accepted theory ([@b0320]).Fig. 2Hypothesis suggesting origin of cancer stem cells. In the process of normal differentiation, a cell differentiates to form two cells, differentiated and primitive. A terminally differentiated cell is formed from precursor progenitor cell and finally undergoes apoptosis. CSC may originate from a normal stem cell (Hypothesis number 1), a normal progenitor cell (Hypothesis number 2), or a normal differentiated cell (Hypothesis number 3) by genetic mutation which will activate self-renewal genes. This figure and figure legend were originally published in ([@b1060]) under a Creative Commons *license*.

A close relationship between the build-up of genetic alterations and the malignant phenotypic progression of OSCC has been proposed ([@b0205]). As normal oral epithelial cells have a renewal rate of about 14--24 days, most of them do not exist long enough to accumulate the genetic changes necessary for OSCC development. It is estimated that three to six oncogenic events are needed for malignant transformation of the normal cell ([@b0555]). The hierarchical SCs structure present in human oral epithelia dictates that only long-time residents of oral epithelia are the only cells capable of accumulating the necessary number of genetic changes needed for malignant transformation; for example, micro-environment control escape mutations ([@b0200]).

Another reason supporting the origin of CSCs to be SCs is the fact that CSCs and normal SCs are endowed with self-renewal capabilities, and dysregulation of the self-renewal process is an early and indispensable step in carcinogenesis. Generally, the long-term survival of either normal or neoplastic tissue is dependent on its self-renewal capacity, whereas its overall size is maintained by the balance between the rates of cell proliferation and cell death across its various components ([@b0595]). In normal tissues, the number of SCs is kept under tight genetic regulation, yielding long-term maintenance of a constant tissue size ([@b0855]). In contrast, tumor tissues have escaped this homeostatic regulation, where the number of cells with the self-renewal capacity is constantly expanding, resulting in progressive tissue growth. Normal SCs already have self-renewal machinery that is known to be ready and activated, which means maintaining its activation is undoubtedly far simpler than de novo activation, through mutations, in the more differentiated cells that lack this self-renewal ability ([@b0995]).

Because the size of neoplastic tissues is dependent on the number of cells able to self-renew, it is logic that a specific subset of oncogenes and/or tumor-suppressor genes affecting the self-renewal ability might be activated and/or disabled respectively in the oncogenesis process ([@b1205]). The best example, among cancer genes with direct control over self-renewal functions, is probably the B cell-specific Moloney murine leukemia virus integration site 1 (BMI-1) oncogene ([@b0050]). The Wnt, Notch, and Sonic hedgehog (SHH) pathways are classic examples among multiple signaling pathways that control BMI-1 function and implicated in oncogenesis. The findings that such pathways are pivotal self-renewal regulators in normal SCs and, at the same time, frequent targets of activating mutations in cancer cells, propose that SCs and CSCs depend on a common set of signaling pathways controlling their numbers and stimulating their growth ([@b0340]). Henceforth, continued activation of proliferation pathways is not sufficient enough to endow cancer cells with unlimited growth potential ([@b0595]). It is also necessary to ensure activation of self-renewal pathways and/or inactivation of pathways that prevent self-renewal ([@b0340]).2.The second hypothesis: cancer stem cells arise from normal progenitor cells.

Normal progenitor cells, being more abundant in adult tissues than SCs plus having a partial self-renewal capacity, can be a potential source of CSCs ([@b0740]). The tumor can sometimes originate from amplifying transitory cells (ATCs) in which their high proliferative rates may boost the risk of genetic mutations, and not exclusively in normal basal SCs. Through a reprogramming process, ATCs could attain remarkable self-renewal potentials, while preserving high proliferation rates without a complete loss of their differentiation capabilities ([@b0525]).

It is proposed that the first set of early transforming mutations could accumulate in the SC compartment, and that the second set of late mutations, which might constitute the ultimate transforming event giving rise to cancer, might accumulate in more mature, downstream progenitors that originated as the progeny of mutated SCs ([@b1015]). In other words, mutated SCs might represent a reservoir population of pre-cancerous cells, whereas fully transformed progenitors might sustain the growth of the full-blown neoplastic mass ([@b0660]).3.The third hypothesis: cancer stem cells arise from normally differentiated cells.

CSCs could originate from mature, differentiated cells through de-differentiation to become more stem cell-like. In this hypothesis, the de-differentiation process, as well as the subsequent self-renewal of the proliferating cells, could be driven through the essential oncogenic genetic mutations ([@b1060]). The virtual lack of proliferative cells in the superficial strata of normal epithelium would assure the reprogramming hurdles for differentiated cells, requiring major molecular changes ([@b0525]). Given that identity maintenance is an indispensable requirement for a differentiated cell, its reprogramming can exclusively be accomplished by powerful modulators of the transcriptional and/or epigenetic machinery. In oncogenesis, more than one transcription factor (TF) participate in the reprogramming process. The downregulation of somatic genes involved in the conservation of a differentiated phenotype by c-Myc has been reported to be vital at an early stage, whereas other TFs such as octamer-binding transcription factor 4 (Oct4) and SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 2 (SOX2) are implicated in reprogramming at a later stage ([@b0010]).

Differentiated cancer cells can acquire a CSC-like state through epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) which is the liability of epithelial cells to attain polar, adhesive phenotype mesenchymal characteristics in response to specific environmental stimuli, in order to locally invade surrounding tissues and systemically disseminate to distant organs ([@b0525], [@b1130]). The activity of TFs such as Zinc finger protein SNAI1 (Snail) and Twist Basic Helix-Loop-Helix Transcription Factor 1 (Twist1) can promote EMT ([@b1030]), where the polarity of epithelial cell is altered and E-cadherin protein expression is suppressed, among other actions ([@b0220]). As reported in breast, nasopharyngeal cancers, and HNSCC, EMT is engaged in the acquisition by differentiated cells of the SCs\' properties, where Twist1 triggered BMI-1, another TF involved in SC self-renewal, and repressed E-cadherin expression ([@b0845], [@b1330], [@b1360]). Recently, researchers have immortalized epithelial cells in an effort to mimic the process of cancer development. They have reported that immortalized epithelial cells showed signs of transformation from an epithelial phenotype to a spindle-shaped, more mesenchymal-like phenotype. In addition, these transformed cells expressed a higher capability to undergo self-renewal. These findings support the hypothesis that EMT could be a potential mechanism for epithelial cells de-differentiation ([@b1430]).

### 2.2.3. Cancer stem cells in head and neck cancers {#s0130}

To date, flow cytometry/fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) is the most commonly used technique to identify and isolate CSCs from different tumor types. Using cell surface antigens on HNC stem cells and tag them by fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies, Oncogenic researchers were able to identify these cells based on individual or a combination of markers. Generally, a variety of researches have stated cluster of differentiation 44 (CD44) as a CSC biomarker in breast, CNS, colon, prostate, and pancreas tumors ([@b0310], [@b0740], [@b1115]). [@b0985] first discovered high levels of CD44 variant isoform 3 (CD44v3) expression in HNC tissues in comparison to normal ones. Despite the increased expression level of CD44v3 did not alter cell proliferation rate, a significant increase in cell migration was recorded. Defining CSCs in HNC was first based on CD44 expression (via flow cytometric analysis) as CD44bright and CD44dim populations. [@b0970] revealed the big difference between both populations to be so remarkable that only 5 × 10^3^ CD44bright cells were capable of regenerating the tumor heterogeneity and demonstrating self-renewal function when transplanted into immunocompromised mice, whereas 5 × 10^5^ CD44dim cells failed to form tumors.

A very interesting study, conducted by [@b1305] proved the intimate correlation between CD44v3, CD44v6, and CD44v10 isoforms and HNC lymph node metastasis with advanced tumor volume status, perineural invasion plus decreased survival, and distant metastasis with the failure of RT, respectively. In-vivo studies utilized CD44 to assess the metastatic potential of CSCs in HNC, as they have shown that CD44high cells, rather than CD44low cells, resulted in lung lesions when injected in tails of NOD/SCID mice ([@b0360]). Since then, several studies have claimed that CD44 positive subpopulations, emanating from either HNC primary tissues or cell lines, exhibit a higher potential for proliferation, differentiation, migration, invasion, tumor-sphere formation, and resistance to chemotherapeutics ([@b0680], [@b1150], [@b1165]).

CSCs have been shown to acquire a defense mechanism against ROS, enhanced by the CD44v9 isoform. Interaction of CD44v9 with xCT (a functional subunit of the cystine-glutamate transporter) promotes cystine uptake for the synthesis of reduced glutathione (GSH), which is the primary intracellular antioxidant. Therefore, tumor cells can avoid exposure to high levels of ROS, thus driving tumor growth and chemoresistance ([@b0875]). Patients with favorable responses to induction CCRT did not have a significant CD44v9 expression level in their HNC biopsy specimens, in comparison to CCRT non-responding patients, where CD44v9 positivity was considerably associated with poor prognosis along with advanced lymph nodal metastasis ([@b0075]). Recently, it has been suggested that a combination of CD44 with other markers, such as the cell adhesion molecule CD24, was more reliable in isolating HNC cancer stem cells when compared to using CD44 alone ([@b0585]).

Several new cell surface antigens have recently been reported as potential markers for HNC stem cells. A study reported an increase in the expression of CD10 on HNC cells after RT or CT treatment ([@b0470]). In this study, CD10 used peptidase activation to generates peptides supporting the proliferation of stem and progenitor cells. CD10+ cells isolated from HNC possess enhanced sphere formation in-vitro and tumor formation in-vivo, as well as showing a higher expression of the stem cell marker Oct3/4. Moreover, resistant HNC tumors show elevated CD10 expression that has been associated with local recurrence, distant metastases, and a higher histologic tumor grade ([@b0950]). Another recent study used sphere culture to enrich HNC stem cells for examining plasma membrane proteomics ([@b1375]). This group reported that CD166 (a transmembrane glycoprotein that mediates cell-cell adhesion) expressed significantly higher in spheroid cells compared with matched adherent cells. They also showed that, at low cell density, CD166hi HNC cells formed larger tumors than CD166lo cells after implantation in nude mice and were able to reproduce the heterogeneous tumor population, suggesting CSC behavior. Interestingly, CD166hi cells were localized at the tumor invasive front in HNC, which is a typical locale for CSCs.

CD133, also called prominin 1 (PROM1), is a surface cellular transmembrane, which was discovered as a normal hematopoietic SCs marker and later it has been identified as a putative CSC marker in brain, prostate, liver, lung, skin, and colorectal cancers ([@b1350]). Mizrak et al defined prominin as "molecule of the moment" in 2008 due to its importance in haematopoietic and CSCs identification and targeting ([@b0840]). In the HEp-2 laryngeal cancer cell line, a minor subpopulation of CD133+ expression demonstrated sphere formation and self-renewal criteria of CSCs, plus the capacity to differentiate to phenotypically unique tumor daughter cells ([@b1440]). More recent studies have supported these findings, as CD133+ cells isolated from HNC cell lines have been suggested to display increased clonogenicity, proliferation, EMT phenotype, tumor-sphere formation, self-renewal, multilinear differentiation, and in-vivo tumorigenicity ([@b1170]).

CD271 is known also as the low-affinity nerve growth factor receptor (NGFR) or p75 neurotrophin receptor. It plays a major rule in the nervous system as it controls functions such as cell survival ([@b0225]), differentiation ([@b1370]), and migration ([@b1020]) of neuronal cells. Earlier, CD271 was reported as a squamous epithelial SCs marker in the larynx ([@b0745]), oral cavity ([@b0880]), and esophagus ([@b0910]). Recent studies reported CD271 as a CSCs marker in melanoma ([@b0135], [@b0275]), esophageal carcinoma ([@b0635]), and hypopharyngeal cancer ([@b0650]). Imai et al. were the first to speculate that CD271 is a marker of CSCs in HNC ([@b0650]). They reported high tumorigenicity in-vivo for CD271+ cells compared to the negative one and localization in the invasive front. Murillo-Sauca et al. also reported that CD271+ in HNC is more invasive with an enhanced capacity for metastasis to regional lymph nodes due to upregulation of Snai2/Slug ([@b0270]). In another study, they showed that CD271 a functional and targetable marker in HNC through monoclonal antibody ([@b0865]).

Apart from cell surface antigens, functional activities of aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH) and ATP-binding cassette transporters (ABC transporters) have been used to identify and isolate HNC stem cells. ALDH is a large family of enzymes that control the transformation of aldehydes to carboxylic acids through oxidation and involved in converting retinol to retinoic acid ([@b0785], [@b1135]). Studies have reported that ALDH enriches for CSCs and is involved in EMT, self-renewal abilities, tumor formation, and resistance to chemotherapeutics ([@b0785], [@b1410]). The ALDH1A1 isoform is the most commonly reported to be responsible for enhanced ALDH activity in different types of CSCs, including HNC ([@b1385]). One study reported that as low as 500 ALDH+ cells were able to create tumors, unlike the ALDH- cells ([@b0290]). Side population (SP) is a term describing a subset of cancer cells, that is considered CSCs, which possess the ability to efflux Hoechst DNA binding dye and chemotherapeutic drugs using ABC transporters ([@b0410]). SP cells isolated from HNC are more tumorigenic, chemo-resistant and demonstrate self-renewal ability in-vivo ([@b1200], [@b1380], [@b1425]). Interestingly, a study reported an increase in the SP cells in HNC by the activation of EGFR, a receptor tyrosine kinase often overexpressed in HNC, and this phenotype was reversed by addition of EGFR inhibitor ([@b0250]). In another study, SP isolated form HNC metastatic cell lines had abnormal activation of Wnt/beta-catenin signaling as compared to non-SP cells ([@b1145]).

### 2.2.4. Therapeutic implication of CSCs in HNC {#s0135}

The CSC hypothesis has important implications regarding cancer therapy and may lead to new treatment strategies along with reviewing the conventional treatment paradigm. According to what we discussed earlier, within the diverse and heterogeneous cell population comprising the HNC mass, the small subpopulation of CSCs may be responsible for tumor recurrence, the initiation of metastasis because of high migration capacity, as well as resistance to both radio- and chemo-therapy. Intrinsic characteristics of CSCs such as an elevated level in ABC transmembrane proteins, a semi-quiescent state, and transformed apoptotic mechanisms limit susceptibility to cell death ([@b0285], [@b1425]).

It is frequently suggested that CT resistance is related to accelerated drug transport and to drug metabolism ([@b0850], [@b0905]). Permeability glycoprotein (P-gp), a product of the gene ATP Binding Cassette Subfamily B Member 1 (ABCB1) or Multidrug Resistance Protein 1 (MDR1), is an ABC transporter associated with multidrug resistance, and it has been shown to induce the ability of resistance to multiple chemotherapeutic drugs ([@b0095]). The MDR1 gene encodes a P-gp transmembrane segment which function is the excretion of different drugs. Previous studies have demonstrated that P-gp expression is correlated with the MDR of HNC ([@b0255], [@b0885], [@b0975]). Knocking down BMI-1 and CD44 have led to an enhanced chemo-sensitivity of CSCs in HNC.

Yaromina et al reported that therapeutic success after radiotherapy of human squamous cell carcinomas is inversely proportional to the percentage of CSCs within the tumor mass ([@b1405]). CSCs that survive the radiation are potentially responsible for recurrence, as they have the capacity for self-renewal and differentiate into the heterogeneous constituents of the tumor ([@b1325]). CSCs are inherently more radioresistant, by employing mechanisms which increase checkpoint activation and enhanced DNA damage repair responses ([@b0430]). However, increasing the radiation dose in HNC treatment will cause intolerable side effects that worsen the patients' life quality such as xerostomia ([@b1250]). This was explained by the effect of radiation on micro-niches of normal salivary SCs, often in close proximity to blood vessels in the salivary glands ([@b1290]).

Central tumor hypoxia, which is found in the center of larger masses, may also provide a survival advantage to CSCs against chemotherapeutics or radiation ([@b0610]). Poor perfusion of larger tumor masses might help the enrichment of CSC phenotype by creating specific CSC niches in the same way the hypoxia maintains the pluripotency of embryonic SCs. Suboptimal blood flow will decrease the optimal distribution of chemotherapeutic agents to cancer cells as well as lowers the oxygen tension needed for free radical formation in response to radio- or chemo-therapy ([@b1045]). Overexpression of hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs) in CSCs was correlated to radio-resistance in HNC ([@b1300]). Yang et al correlated the overexpression of HIF-1-α in CSCs with the induction of EMT which in turn increased mobility, as well as maintained their pluripotency ([@b1390]).

During the surgical treatment of HNC, residual cancer cells may remain in the incisal margin, in the vicinity of the tumor, and in the adjacent tissues surrounding the tumor; those will be dealt with post-operatively or primarily with combined or primary radiotherapy. The CSCs model further emphasizes the great implication of safe margins during surgical intervention and demonstrates that the objective of revolutionary therapies must be the development of specific drugs against the CSCs of a tumor, which survive after the removal of the tumor bulk via conventional therapy modalities.

Because of what we discussed earlier, new strategies targeting CSCs are being under development to be used in combination with the traditional therapeutic means to prevent tumor relapse and to ensure a highly efficient and less toxic treatment for cancer ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). New techniques of targeting specific cell membrane growth factor receptors or downstream signaling pathway mutations are currently under investigation, especially in patients with metastatic tumors ([@b0805]). One of the most promising strategies for cancer treatment is inhibiting the key self-renewal signaling pathways (e.g. Wnt, SHH, Notch signaling pathways) that are aberrantly active in CSCs ([@b1215]), introducing novel therapeutic approaches for HNSCC ([@b0695], [@b1155], [@b1210]). These new therapeutic techniques have a significant reduction in the CSCs, reducing its tumorigenicity, apoptotic resistance, and enhanced the sensitivity to CT ([@b0750], [@b1430]).Fig. 3Therapeutic targeting strategies for CSCs. The traditional cancer therapies kill differentiated cancer cells but fail to target CSCs, resulting in cancer relapse. However, CSC-targeted therapies can eliminate or differentiate the CSCs, and the remaining and resulting differentiated cancer cells will die thereafter. But it is promising to combine CSC-targeted therapies and traditional therapies for depleting CSCs as well as killing differentiated cancer cells, this combination therapy may have the benefits of increased efficacy and quick action. This figure and figure legend were originally published in ([@b0590]) under a Creative Commons *license*.

The markers used to isolate, identify and enrich CSCs are also ideal targets for cancer therapy ([@b0590]). DNA damage, caused by treatment with chemotherapeutic drugs, generates pro-apoptotic signals that are known to be suppressed by increased protein kinase B (Akt) phosphorylation, a mediator of the phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase (PI3K) pathway ([@b0445], [@b0645]). In HNC, PI3k and Rho kinase (ROCK) have been suggested to mediate HA-CD44 promotion of CIS resistance; as simultaneous inhibition of both kinases reduced CIS resistance to a substantially greater degree than what was observed with inhibition of either enzyme alone. Also, the capacity of hyaluronic acid and CD44 to promote malignant tumor phenotypes (such as abnormal proliferation, migration, and invasion) could be diminished in HNC cell line through the inhibition of these enzymes. Therefore, CD44 and its associated signaling molecules (i.e., ROCK and PI3K) have been introduced as innovated targets for the future development of novel therapies against HNC ([@b1255]). In another study, they reported that knockdown of CD44 increased the sensitivity of HNC cells to CIS ([@b0260]).

Another approach favored targeting the drug-detoxify enzyme ALDH1A1 in HNC, Kulsum and his colleagues reported correlation between CIS resistance and elevated ALDH1A1 expression in HNC, which can be reversed by application of ALDH1A1 inhibitors ([@b0720], [@b1295]). Targeting ABC drug transporters, which in combination with other chemotherapeutic drugs, also offers a very powerful and selective strategy to eliminate CSCs ([@b0760]). Recent therapeutic strategies exploited the interdependence of CSCs and vascular endothelial cells (perivascular niche) in HNC to decrease the rate of tumor recurrence and distant metastasis ([@b0110]).

Dysregulated apoptotic mechanisms (including impaired apoptotic machinery, increased DNA damage repair after CRT, and altered cell cycle checkpoint control) contribute to cancer development, progression, and CSCs resistance ([@b1095]). Therefore, induction of CSCs apoptosis through manipulating the apoptotic machinery reveals a great potential to eradicate CSCs for tumor therapy ([@b0590]). Several compounds have been introduced to induce apoptosis through targeting the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptosis pathways. For example, nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB) is a transcription factor that inhibits apoptosis by elevating the expression of survival factor ([@b0480]). Hexum et al. synthesized several bicyclic cyclohexenones capable for inhibiting NF-κB signaling by inhibiting NF-κB-induced interleukin-8 (IL-8) expression, thus exerting antiproliferative activity against lung adenocarcinoma epithelial cell line, T cell lymphoblast-like cell line, and prostate carcinoma cell line ([@b0620]). Another interesting way to manage tumor progression is inducing the terminal differentiation of CSCs ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}) to lose their self-renewal property ([@b1140]), by the means of either retinoic acids or drugs targeting tumor epigenetic changes ([@b0810]).

Recently, phytochemicals and herbs have been suggested to be potential sources of therapeutics for CSC elimination, for example; resveratrol, curcumin, sulforaphane, and so forth ([@b0415]).

3. Conclusion {#s0140}
=============

Head and neck cancers remain a frequent occurring disease associated with a high mortality rate. The etiology behind such cancer is multifactorial, however, temperance from smocking and alcohol remains the best way to prevent HNC. Aggressive surgical resection is the cornerstone of treatment, with increasing roles for both radiation and chemotherapy, especially for organ preservation. Cancer stem cells are a subpopulation of cells inside the tumor that cause treatment resistance and tumor recurrence which has special implications on the cancer treatment and progression.
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